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Publisher’s Note
Firing the First Shot in The Battle For the Soul of Branded Content
Shane Snow Co-Founder Of Contently | @Shaneshow

I don’t like war. Not at all. But for the 
past several months, it’s the analogy 
that has most frequently come to 
mind when discussing the brand 
publishing industry  —  the industry 
at the center of which Contently has 
recently found itself.

Specifically, I’ve been talking a lot 
about the emerging content “arms 
race” among brands that are funneling 
resources into telling bigger and better 
stories. In contrast to the SEO content 
farm industry we saw thrive  —  then 
wither  —  a few years ago, we’re now 
witnessing a battle among commercial 
brands to publish editorial stories 
in order to build relationships with 
audiences  —  as media companies 
have been doing for decades. It’s been 
fascinating to see this revolution 
happen so quickly.

Companies are going to spend a lot 
of money with native advertising 

this year, and that means there will 
be temptation for both brands and 
traditional media to cheat. When we 
realized in 2011 that most of our clients 
were going to be brands, we created 
a code of ethics in order to hold us 
and our partners to a higher standard  

—  one that focuses on keeping the 
reader’s trust at all costs. We decided 
that if brand publishing was going to 
happen, someone needed to make sure 
it was done the right way. We wanted 
to be part of, if not lead, that discussion. 
And this year, we raised a $9 million 
war chest to help us fight that battle on 
a bigger scale than ever before.

Great content can help businesses 
grow and thrive, but content shouldn’t 
just be about business. We believe in 
high-quality brand publishing that 
focuses on helping consumers, and we 
want to see the good guys win. In this 
magazine, you’ll find the four main 
battlefronts that we believe brands 

need to conquer in the coming year:

The Brand Publishing Arms Race  
to recruit better talent and tell better 
stories.

Truth in advertising, and the 
question of whether brands are going 
to proudly own their content, or revert 
to devious tricks.

Audience, and the rise (and risks) of 
platforms that are trying to get more 
eyeballs in front of branded content.

The Numbers Game in which brands 
will need to completely rethink pub-
lishing metrics and how to tie them to 
business results.

I hope you enjoy this issue of Content-
ly Quarterly, and use the ideas herein 
to tell stories that make a difference 
for your brand and customers.

Meanwhile, we’ll be putting on our 
war paint.

We decided that if brand publishing was going 
to happen, someone needed to make sure it 
was done the right way. 

contently.com/strategist

Subscribe online for 
daily content, news, & 
strategy.
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“For as long as there’s been media, there has been a revolv-
ing door between newspapers, magazines, and PR firms,” 
said Evan Hansen, Senior Editor at Medium. “As far as that 
goes, nothing is new.”

Hansen should know. He recently walked through that 
door himself, departing as Wired.com’s editor-in-chief to put 
down stakes in the brand world. While the path he took has 
been traveled by journalists before him, it’s undeniable that 
something has changed. At a rapid rate, brands are luring 
away big names in journalism — Newsweek’s Dan Lyons 
and Melissa Lafsky Wall, PandoDaily’s Hamish McKenzie, 
Wired’s Michael Copeland, USA Today’s Michelle Kessler. 
These writers aren’t churning out press releases. They’re still 
reporting and telling stories.

“Some things I do are things I would have written as my 
Newsweek column,” Lyons said of his work with HubSpot. 
“It would have been edited more, and it went through 

The Great Migration
As more journalists move to brand publications, competition is heating up  
—  and that’s good for everyone.
By Natalie Burg | @natalieburg_  /  Illustration by Tobias Wilbur | @To_Wilbur

more layers to get to print, but I try to write stories that I 
would have published there.”

Mutually beneficial migration

Lyons calls the migration of big name journos from media 
to brands a symbiotic one, not driven any more by disillu-
sioned journalists than talent-poaching brands.

Set aside the added cost for seasoned journalists — Lyons 
noted his kind are “pretty cheap” on a corporate marketing 
scale — and the benefits are aplenty: Better content, 
colleague mentorship, and visibility. It also doesn’t hurt to 
have a respected byline on your side.

“It helps your brand,” said Mike Volpe, CMO for HubSpot. “I 
think it makes people from [the journalism] industry think 
about you differently. When you hire someone with their 
own brand like Dan, it rubs off on your brand.”

There was a time when rubbing up against a corporate 
brand might have been liability for a well-respected journal-
ist. The way Lyons sees it, a journalist can compromise his 
brand just as easily now by being associated with the wrong 
media company. That’s what he feels happened to him after 
Newsweek merged with The Daily Beast in 2010.

“It was essentially about trying to spin the wheel and get 
traffic by chasing whatever would catch on Google at the 
moment,” he said. “There wasn’t a lot of value to it and it 
wasn’t fun to do. I could also see that the economics were 
pretty bad. We couldn’t afford anymore to do really interest-
ing work.”

The interesting work, he found, still existed. He just had to 
look in a new place to find it.

BRAND
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Everywhere you look, brands are 
turning into media companies   —   
or at least trying to. As we head 
further into 2014, the conversation 
for brands has permanently shifted 
from, “Should we become a media 
company?” to “How do we do it?”

Michael Brito, Group Director at 
WCG, has some answers in his 
new book, Your Brand, The Next 
Media Company. The Content 
Strategist sat down with Brito to 
pick his brain about the brand 
publishing revolution.

“Your Brand, the Next Media 
Company” just came out. Why 
this book, and why now?

My book is focused on questions 
like: How does a brand internally 
start thinking and operating like 
a media company? How do you 
get the right people, roles, and 
technology that’ll make it happen? 
Creating content from a brand 
perspective isn’t easy. We now 
know that brands should be media 
companies – this book is about 
how to do it. Brands realize they 

Brands Want to Become 
Media Companies. 
Here’s How They Can Do It.
An Interview with Edelman Digital’s Michael Brito
By Sam Slaughter | @samslaughter215

“These companies want to do storytelling,” he said. “And 
there are these journalists saying, ‘I’m done with it. There 
are no more jobs that I want [in traditional journalism] 
today.’”

Two sides of the content coin

The lines between a Dan Lyons Newsweek column and 
a Dan Lyons HubSpot post are notably fainter than they 
would have been for a journalist-turned-PR-pro five years 

ago. That’s because the borders between the two industries 
are continuously fading.

“At Wired we had seventy-five editorial people in the room 
and four technology people,” Hansen said. “At Medium it’s 
the complete reverse of those numbers. But you see lots of 
companies like Twitter hiring more editorial people … and 
the editorial side is reacting by becoming more technology 
savvy. It’s two sides of the same coin.”

As media companies are beginning to look more like tech 
companies, and tech companies are acting more like the 
media, great storytelling is becoming the common thread.

“A well written story is a well written story,” said Hansen.

The talent war is heating up

With the opportunity to continue a serious writing career 
while soaking up the benefits of a corporate job, it’s no 
surprise that recognizable names in journalism are moving 

from the traditional newsroom to the brand newsroom. And 
the competition for top talent is heating up.

“We were not the only people offering Dan a job. I can tell 
you that for sure,” said Volpe. “When we get further along in 
the process of hiring more journalists, I do expect there to 
be competition.”

Volpe also noted that Lyons is already responsible for 
writing the two most-viewed articles on HubSpot. With big 
names starting to prove their worth, the competition is sure 

to escalate, along with the job offers.

Will the trend bleed journalism dry? Volpe, 
Lyons, and Hansen don’t seem too worried. 
In fact, all three expect the uptick in good 
writing gigs to give young talent a compel-
ling reason to get into the publishing game.

“Publishing is getting better, more timely, and 
is creating more useful, validated informa-
tion,” said Hansen. “Crowdsource fact-check-
ing is awesome. It’s holding bloggers 
accountable, but it’s also holding professional 
news organizations’ feet to the fire.”

Volpe also believes that professional jour-
nalists can show brands the way forward as they become 
publishers.

“A guy like Dan doesn’t come to a company to be their 
lackey,” he said. “He’s got a lot of integrity and you’re not 
going to just shake it from someone like him.”

Integrity, skill, and passion: These are the ingredients 
seasoned journalists can bring to branded content. If the 
lines between excellent journalism and great content seem 
blurry now, just wait until the competition for talent hits 
full stride. Judging by the skyrocketing growth in brand 
newsrooms, you won’t have to wait very long.

need to make this transition; 
they just don’t know how to do 
it. Having agencies do it is not a 
long-term solution. It has to come 
from within the organization.

Unlike a lot of people in the 
space, you don’t really come from 
a traditional publishing back-
ground. How’d you become such 
an evangelist for content?

Walking on the brand side, I’ve 
kind of been responsible for  
—  quote, unquote  —  content 
marketing. And content marketing 
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is such an overused term   —   I 
don’t think people fully realize and 
understand what it actually means. 
It’s more than an infographic; it’s 
more than a video; it’s more than 
an SEO terminology. That’s all part 
of it, but in order to kind of become 
that content engine, there needs to 
be a fundamental shift in behaviors 
within the company.

[Brands] need to start changing 
their roles internally and hiring the 
right people, whether it’s a Chief 
Content Officer or hiring the right 
agency that could help them get 
there. But the fundamental shift 
needs to happen internally.

Media companies are in all sorts 
of trouble these days. Why should 
a brand seek to emulate them?

Well, that’s a great question. If you 

think about the characteristics of 
media companies, number one 
is that they’re content machines, 
right? The AP publishes 5,000 
articles per day. Huffington Post 
probably pushes out two or three 
hundred articles per day. Mash-
able, a couple hundred. 

They’re also agile. They pump out 
content easily. There’s not a lot of 
red tape to get content out there. 
There’s not a brand approver; 
there’s not a legal approver. They 
just have this kind of well-oiled 
machine. There’s been study after 
study that shows it can sometimes 
take three-to-six months internally 
for brands to create one piece of 
content. And that’s kind of unheard 
of in the media world. 

So brands want to be like media 

companies because media 
companies are agile, but the book 
doesn’t argue that you have to 
change your business operations 
in terms of how you make money. 
You’re not going to sell ad space 
on your website. But from a pure 
content perspective, you need a 
systematic approach.

From a business perspective, 

you said that brands aren’t going 
to start selling ads against their 
content. So what kind of busi-
ness outcomes can they expect   
—   should they expect   —   from 
becoming media companies?

Well, one of the things that I often 
talk about with clients is that 

there are four fundamental shifts 
happening. The first is that there’s 
a content surplus, and it’s not 
going away. It’s going to get even 
more busy.

Second, there’s the fact that we, 
as humans, are suffering from an 
attention deficit. With our finite 
brains, we can only consume a 
finite amount of content in a given 

Content marketing is such an overused 
term  —  I don’t think people fully realize 
and understand what it actually means.

time period. So there’s a content 
surplus, there’s an attention deficit, 
and you couple that with the fact 
that, for every consumer, their daily 
journey through life is dynamic and 
unpredictable. The way that you 
consume content every single day 
is different from the way that I do. 
And it’s not the same every day.

As consumers, we put up these 
filters so that we only consume 
content that’s relevant to us at 
a specific moment in time. For 
example, if you’ve ever been 
in the market for a new car, all 
of a sudden you see VW ads 
everywhere. Or Audi ads, or BMW 
ads. Or if you’re in the process 
of refinancing your home, all of a 
sudden you hear conversations in 
the office about interest rates. You 
see billboards for Quicken Loans.

But the minute that we refinance 
our home, or we buy a new car, 
all of those ads go away. But they 

don’t really go away. They’re 
still there, but they’re just not 
relevant to us, so we don’t notice it 
anymore. So the fourth character-
istic is that everyone is influential   
—   regardless of what their Klout 
score is.

So there’s a content surplus, 
attention deficit, consumers’ lives 
are unpredictable, and they’re 
all influential. That makes it 
really, really difficult for any brand, 
whether you’re B2B or B2C, to 
actually reach those consumers 
with a relevant message.

We have this study element called 

the Trust 
Barometer, 
and one of 
the findings 
of the Trust 
Barometer 
is that in 
order for 
consumers 

to believe your message, they 
need to interact with it and see it 
three-to-five times.

So that’s very problematic for 
brands and marketers and the 
whole rationale for thinking like a 
media company. If you can tell a 
story that’s consistent across all 
media, and you’re telling that story 
repetitively, with a human voice, 
people will start to believe your 
message.

But none of these brands even 
know what the story is, right? 
Like, they haven’t really thought 
about their story. Red Bull has 
their giver of wings story, and that 
story is communicated consistently 
across every channel. All these 
companies, because social media 
was such a bright and shiny object, 
they jumped right in without first 
understanding or developing what 
their narrative is.

Who is your least favorite  
musician?

I’m a West Coast guy, so please 
don’t hate me … but Biggie Smalls.

In order for consumers to 
believe your message, they need 

to interact with it and see it 
three-to-five times.
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Given the interactivity, readers would likely be more excited 
to read and share this content than a thousand-word article 
on why commercial banks are bad, and indeed, readers have 
shared it over 30,000 times. 

This kind of interactive narrative 
isn’t limited to one-off promotional 
content. Tennis Tuesday, a free 
weekly digital magazine for tennis 
enthusiasts produced by the Tennis 
Media Company, delivers highly 
interactive content powered by 
Ceros, an online platform that 
lets publishers create interactive HTML material without 
programming. Ceros helped the Tennis Tuesday team 
overhaul Tennis 15-30, a static version of the magazine, 
with a responsive product across desktops, tablets, and 
smartphones. According to Scott Gramling, Tennis Tuesday’s 
managing editor, using Ceros allowed them to produce 
interactive content at a pace they hadn’t thought possible.

Nobody wants to be last to the party. Whenever new content 
formats get popular  — whether ebooks, infographics, or 
tutorials  —  brands rush in hoping to cash in on the hot 
trend. Soon after, the party loses its luster.

“But once everyone without a strategy rushes in and fails, 
those who remain and understand why and how to use each 
content type are successful,” says Joe Pulizzi, Founder of the 
Content Marketing Institute.

With that said, which new types of content will we see 
grow in 2014? And how do we avoid adding to all the noise 
polluting the media ecosystem?

Interactive branded stories drive engagement   
—  if done right.

Over the past year, the media world has drooled over 
the narrative power and beauty of interactive long-form 
content. Brands are finally starting to harness its power.

Make Your Money Matter, for example, offers an interactive 
guide for Millennials looking to switch from commercial 
banks to credit unions. The website and social media 
campaign is a joint effort from eight US-based credit unions 
and financial services provider PSCU. 

Despite the dry topic, the campaign’s website feels more like 
a video game than a banking lecture. Every time you scroll 
or click, you are rewarded with an animated narrative about 
where your money goes after you deposit it in a commercial 
bank. 

3 Content Formats That Are About to 
Take Off (And Be Abused)
By Celine Roque | @celinus  /  Illustration by Tobias Wilbur | @To_Wilbur

At the end of the day, it’s 
better for brand publishers 
to build for the long haul, 

not just chase trends.
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whether they wanted to see 
the coverage on the homep-
age or not  —  a smart move 
for a readership split between 
those obsessed with the royal 
birth and those sick of the 
story.

But personalization comes at 
a price. “Ironically, the very 
customer information that 
marketers need to capture in 

order to create a tailored and delightful experience for their 
customers is the very information that their customers 
are increasingly worried about providing,” wrote  Scott 
Robinson, Senior Director of Loyalty Consulting at Maritz 
Loyalty Marketing, about a brand loyalty study he conduct-
ed last year.

The trick is to find a personalization strategy that gives 
customers an experience that benefits them, not just your 
bottom line.

“Take every opportunity to show yourself worthy of their 
trust and their attention,” Robinson adds. “Prove you are 
looking out for their best interests, and then take every 
opportunity to delight and amaze them. THAT is what they 
are hoping for when they share information with you.”

It’s a marathon, not a sprint

At the end of the day, it’s better for brand publishers to build 
for the long haul, not just chase trends.

“Content marketing is a marathon and not a sprint,” says 
Pulizzi. “The only way that brands will mature is if they stop 
with the tactical approach and actually take a long-term 
strategic approach backed by sound marketing objectives. 
The best indicator of content marketing effectiveness is if 
you have a strategy at all. It’s that simple.”

It may be simple, but it’s not easy. By the end of the year, 
when the excitement wears off, it will be clear which brands 
came prepared with a strategy and which ones took the easy 
way out.

across the field, gushing with anticipation, which segues to 
action shots of workers preparing a glider for flight. He takes 
off, and suddenly you’re with him, flying through the air.

This may be a promotional video, but it has the feel of a 
documentary; the story is at the forefront, not the sale.

Several other brands, including Patagonia, Chevrolet, and 
Rapha, have jumped on the brand documentary trend. The 
approach may sound simple, but it’s easy for brands to miss 
the point.

Ryan Spanger, Managing Director of Australian production 
company Dream Engine, urges brands to remember that 
video is a visual storytelling medium meant to capture 
physical action, drama, and a compelling story. Shooting 
interviews might seem easy, but that’s not what makes a 
powerful documentary.

“To avoid this, think about how you can use video to really 
propel the story,” he advises. “By all means film interviews, 
but also film the activities and drama that justifies telling 
the story through video, as opposed to another medium.”

Personalized experiences: Sometimes cool, sometimes creepy

How you engage with “Fanboys,” a Verge article about overly 
passionate techies written by Lessley Anderson, depends on 
the platform. Whether it’s iOS, Android, or Windows, design 
elements and colors  —  from the header layout to the 
pull-out quotes  —  show up differently and offer a unique 
reading experience.

“I felt that styling the piece after the reader’s platform was 
a reflection of the ‘fanboy’ mentality of seeing what they 
want to see, and wanting validation for their choice of 
platform,” said Guillermo Esteves, a developer for The Verge, 
during an interview with The Society for News Design.

Personalization isn’t just about 
appearances; it can also filter 
content to suit what the reader 
wants to see. When The Guardian 
covered the birth of Britain’s royal 
baby, Prince George of Cambridge, 
they allowed users to choose 

“When you have devices like 
video and animations to use, 
a brand’s personality  —  and 
the emotion of the story  —  
can be more clearly commu-
nicated,” says Renee Osgood, 
Director of New Business at 
Ceros. “The more interactive, 

personalized, multi-layered, shoppable, and engaging your 
content, the more time a consumer will spend within the 
experience, as we’ve seen in our metrics.”

However, with everyone striving for more engagement, it’s 
also easier to create noise —  interactive stories with weak 
narratives that do nothing for the reader or the brand.

“Many times, there is an existing story or article which 
came to life in print first, and bringing it online is an 
afterthought,” Osgood says. “All these great opportunities to 
bring the piece to life are missed.”

The branded documentary: It’s not radio with pictures

When visiting the East Sussex Gliding Club’s website, you’re 
welcomed by a high-definition video of a silhouetted man 
walking across a hangar towards a glider. Spectators trounce 

“Ironically, the very customer 
information that marketers 
need to capture in order to 

create a tailored and delightful 
experience for their customers 

is the very information 
that their customers are 

increasingly worried about 
providing,”
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The Magazine Vogue Doesn’t 
Want You to Read
Why Porter could herald a new paradigm in publishing.
By Ella-Riley Adams | @ellarileyadams

Vogue, look out. A brand publisher is gunning for the 
clothes on your back.

In February, luxury online retailer Net-a-Porter 
released the first issue of its glossy new print mag, 
Porter, and it might just be the most impressive 
and ambitious brand publication ever, as well as 
one of the first to sell on newsstands worldwide. 
Supermodel Gisele Bündchen graces the cover, 
and power players like Angela Ahrendts and Uma 
Thurman wait inside. Lucy Yeomans, former editor of 
Harper’s Bazaar UK, serves as Porter’s editor-in-chief. 
Its New York Fashion Week launch party attracted the 
likes of Jenna Lyons and Mario Testino. And for all of 
you already screaming “What about ROI?!”, it’s fully 
integrated with a shoppable digital edition.

While this move is undoubtedly bold, it’s hardly 
surprising from a company like Net-a-Porter. “We’ve 
talked about how the Net-a-Porter Group is actually 
not just a retail company, but a media company. And 
if we’re a serious media company, we couldn’t ignore 
one of the most important existing media, which is 
print,” Natalie Massenet, Net-a-Porter’s founder, told 
The Business of Fashion. 

“We said if we’re going to do a print magazine, let’s 
do a great print magazine … and then the wizardry of 
the Net-a-Porter Group comes behind the scenes in 
shopability, personal service, customer care, global-
ness.”

Indeed, Net-a-Porter has long been using content 
to connect customers to luxury brands like Lanvin 
and Alexander McQueen. The Edit, the company’s 
weekly digital magazine, showcases trends, travel 
recommendations, and beauty tips. When readers 

click an item of clothing, they’re directed to its point 
of purchase. Mr. Porter, Net-a-Porter’s menswear 
counterpart, produces The Journal, an online publica-
tion that was also distributed in print in the Hamptons 
last summer.

But Massenet sees Porter as much more than a 
magazine. “We’re building a physical temple to 
our brand like Apple did with stores,” he said in a 
#FashioninConversation talk at an NYC Apple Store 
in February. Porter is meant to be a lasting, more 
intimate look into the minds of fashion’s most inter-
esting people. It will be published six times a year 
and distributed in 60 countries, though consistently 
published in American English. “It’s the first global 
edit in English, a bit like The Economist where one 
edition goes around the world,” Tess Macleod Smith, 
Net-a-Porter’s publishing director, told The Business 
of Fashion.

It has a price tag that mirrors The Economist  —  
$9.99, four dollars more than Vogue.

Porter’s launch mirrored the magazine’s global 
ambitions. In one week, the team threw parties in 
New York, London, and Sydney. And for a little more 
attention, Porter took over Hudson News in Grand 
Central, lining the store with magazines and posters. 
(You can follow the entire journey on their Instagram.)

With an initial print run of 400,000, Porter has a ways 
to go to catch up to Vogue, but their digital platform 
and war chest give them a head start. In the quippy 
words of The Independent: “The devil wears Prada 
– but may just fear Porter.”
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Brands and Bros
When will brands man up and ride 
the bro media wave?
By Chris Spagnuolo | Founder of Guyism.com | @ChrisSpags

When I first noticed a problem with men’s online 
media in 2006, I was fresh out of college working as 
a publicist for WWE. While looking to pitch the latest 
pop culture happenings in the world of pro wrestling 
to testosterone-juiced websites, I quickly realized I 
had nowhere to go.

GQ barely had an online presence. Same for Esquire 
and Maxim. Sites like Gawker and The Huffington 
Post were beginning to soar, but they, along with 
most online success stories, skewed heavily female. 
Reaching men online in a meaningful way was a pipe 
dream.

Today, online media for men – or “bro media”– is a 
massive industry. That wave started in 2009, the year 
I created Guyism, and since then, similar sites like 
Barstool Sports, the Chive, and BroBible have attract-
ed tens of millions of young, male readers. At first, 
getting brands on board with our edgy, guy-centric 
content was difficult, but today, brands are getting 
more and more comfortable with aligning themselves 
with the big business of bro media. Some brands are 
even paying big bucks to create sponsored content 
that runs on those sites.

But considering how easy it was for sites like mine 
to build an audience, and the low barrier to entry for 
digital publishing, it’s hard not to wonder: Why don’t 
brands just invest a modest budget to become an 
awesome bro media publisher?

Now, there’s a huge difference between a brand that 
publishes and a brand that is a publisher. Few people 
online may be interested in reading an article about 
“7 Ways AXE Body Spray Will Make You the Coolest 

Guy in the Room.” But maybe their core demographic 
would be interested in reading about things relevant 
to them — like roundups of dating fails, or GIFs of 
awesome stunts — that doesn’t beat them over the 
head with brand messaging.

For brands currently looking to build a bro site, here 
are three primary advantages that could help them 
turn into publishing powerhouses: 

o

 Capital. Many mid-sized publishers with a 
great deal of influence wield annual bud-
gets in the neighborhood of $300,000 to 
$500,000. That’s it. Two mid-sized RFPs from 
a brand can keep afloat a relatively robust 
publishing team. Rather than chasing users 
through paid media, brands could use a frac-
tion of their budgets to launch a publication 
that cultivates an owned audience and keeps 
them engaged. (Not to mention receptive to 
what they’re selling.)

o

 Large social followings. Building an audience 
for a publisher is much easier if you already 
have a large social media launching pad. 
And what do most male-centric brands 
have? Massive social media audiences. AXE, 
Jägermeister, and Captain Morgan all have 
more than three million Facebook likes. 
Many publishers send over one million visits 
to their publications each month with far less 
followers. A brand committed to creating an 
authentic publishing enterprise could yield 
immediate gains from their existing audience 
on social media.

o

 Modest expectations and abundant talent. To 
exist as a viable company, an independent 
website will need at least 500,000 unique 
visitors a month to monetize on even the 
most basic levels. When you’re not making 
much money, it’s hard to invest the time it 
takes to even reach that point. But brands 
don’t have that problem. That means they 
can invest the cash to create awesome 
content before they hit that critical scale, and 
crush the competition as a result. The bro 
media talent that it takes to do that is abun-
dantly available, and they’re looking for gigs.

Without a doubt, brands becoming publishers is the 
next stage of the online media landscape. The tools 
and talent are there, the opportunity is massive, and 
the pathway to success is obvious. All it takes is an 
open mind, a strong content team, and the dare to be 
different. Such is the bro media way.
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20
Brand Publishing 
Predictions
for 2014
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At Contently, we’re always thinking about the 
present and future of brand publishing. Here 
are 20 predictions for brand publishing in 
2014 from around our Soho office:

1
The brand publishing arms race will esca-
late. As brands invest in creating better and 
better content, they’ll battle to one-up each 
other. It should be fun to watch.  

– Shane Snow | Co-Founder and CCO | @shanesnow

3
Transparency will become a major buzz-
word as deceptive content strategies get 
brands in trouble. There are way too many 
lightly-branded sites out there that dubious-

ly push a brands’ products, and those brands will 
start getting called out for it this year. On the flip side, 
brands that create great content and put their name 
on it will win consumers’ trust.

 –  Joe Lazauskas | Editor in Chief | @joelazauskas

4
BS metrics will die. So far, brand publishers 
still have not figured out how to correctly 
measure the return they are getting from 
their content marketing efforts so they fall 

back to vanity metrics like shares and likes, but these 
are completely useless when it comes to measuring 
the impact a company’s content marketing efforts 
have on its brand. In 2014, we’ll see new methodolo-
gies, tools and processes being developed that will 
enable brand publishers to measure the return 
they’re getting from their content marketing efforts 
and how to optimize their efforts on a day-to-day 
basis. 

– Paul Fredrich | Director of Product | @pfredrich

2
“Native advertising” will cease to be a 
buzzword or a bugaboo, instead both 
brands and publishers will talk about 
creating great stories.

 – Sam Slaughter | VP of Content | @samslaughter215

6
Agencies will announce mini-content 
shops/garages with silly names.

 – Elisa Cool | Director Business Development | @ElisaAnnCool

5
User experience will count. Okay so, yes, 
as Contently’s UX designer, I have to say 
this one. But it’s true! Mediocre storytelling 
and marketing just doesn’t cut it anymore. 

A basic website is expected; design is no longer an 
afterthought. Marketers need to blow their consum-
ers away with well-thought-out experiences that are 
easy and enjoyable to use. These types of well-de-
signed experiences will be memorable and more 
effective.

– Kelsey Rahn | UX Designer | @KelseyRahn

7
We’ll see a trend towards “slow content.” 
Not that the Buzzfeeds, Upworthys and 
HuffPos are going away, but a parallel 
universe where longer reads, weekly 

publication and heavily curated experiences are 
preferred over listicle-happy, 10-second skimmers. 
And while Marissa Mayer may have computers 
curating your reads through Aviate, human beings 
are at the helm of these carefully-crafted sites.

 – Margit Detweiler  | Strategist | @Margit

8 Branded content will continue to advance 
in volume and quality. Companies not 
traditionally in the media business are be-
coming more sophisticated about content 

marketing, and a cornerstone of that discipline is the 
ability to tell a story. 

– Matthew | Rothenberg, Strategist | @mmrothenberg

9
Instagram will develop feeds (god willing) 
allowing individuals to filter content to 
different audiences/followings for different 
themes of work.

 – Elisa Cool | Director Business Development | @ElisaAnnCool

10
2014 will be for Content like 2010 
was for Social  —  everyone is going 
to jump on the bandwagon, but not 
everyone is going to be doing it 

equally well (naturally). WSmart CMOs will start 
asking questions like, “What’s the bottom-line ROI,” 
and companies like Contently will need to have a 
better answer than Social was able to provide.

 – Rob Haber | Senior Account Director | @robbyhaber
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11
I think 2014 is the year that you will 
begin to see major news organizations 
allow brands to directly sponsor stories 
and programming.

It will require bravery on the part of both sides  —  the 
sponsor to surrender some control of the subject 
matter and to refrain from promotion; the news org to 
surrender the appearance of objectivity on a subject. 
Don’t look for anything radical here (I don’t expect to 
see 60 Minutes and Kraft partner on an “Obesity in 
America” piece), but expect some cool stories to be 
told in a cool new way.

 – John Hazard | Director of Accounts | @jhazard

12
More companies invest in the long 
view of brand publishing and hire 
in-house Chief Content Officers.

– Dori Fern | Strategist | @DoriFern

13
By the end of 2014, every major 
publisher will have a sponsored 
content offering.

– Shane Snow | Co-Founder and CCO | @shanesnow

14
Infographic overload will hit us, and 
we’ll finally start seeing fewer of 
them by next fall.

– Jonah Bliss | Director of Marketing  | @JonahBliss

15
Photography! Data visualization! 
Video! These things enrich storytell-
ing and we’ll see a lot more of them 
this year. Sites like Instagram and 

Vine are taking over and leading us down a more 
visual path. Written content is now just part of the 
storytelling equation. Things like maps, charts, and 
timelines allow users to interact with online experi-
ences which leads to higher engagement. Brands will 
use them to tell much better stories in 2014.

 – Kelsey Rahn | UX Designer | @KelseyRahn

16
The Red Bull Effect will inspire more 
companies to  take a page from the 
soft drink/extreme sports/music 
brand’s uber-cool style guide. They’ll 

find ways to connect with audiences more organically 
through innovative soft-or-non-branded content 
programming.

 – Dori Fern | Strategist | @DoriFern

17
At least three brands will recruit a 
big-name journalist to helm their 
media divisions. Money talks. So 
does a budget and the promise of 

creative control (save for the battles with legal). 
Those are things that brands can offer, and they will.

— Joe Lazauskas | Editor in Chief | @JoeLazauskas 

18  
The agency game will change. 
Expect to see a lot more standalone 
“custom publishing” houses emerge, 
essentially new agencies that 

eschew traditional media-plan building and sell 
services as content creators and content marketing 
strategists.

 – Colin Grigsby | Account Director | @ColinGrigsby

19
At least one writer will win a journal-
ism award for a story produced on 
behalf of a brand.

 

— Sam Slaughter | VP of Content | @samslaughter215

20
Brands will take the issue of 
business results seriously and 
start tying publishing results to 
business results.

 – Shane Snow | Co-Founder and CCO   | @shanesnow
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It’s Time to Put the Branding in 
Branded Content
By Shane Snow | @shanesnow  /  Illustration by Tobias Wilbur | @To_Wilbur

This article originally appeared in the Digital Next section on AdAge.com. It has been reprinted with permission.

The most common advice you read about content 
marketing is wrong.

Content marketing — and its euphemisms and 
varieties like brand publishing, custom content, 
native advertising,  and inbound marketing — is one 
of the biggest trends in today’s Internet, allowing 
advertisers to speak directly to consumers. Rather 
than posting billboards next to the content people 
want, brands now want to create the content people 
want.

The promise of such marketing, when we boil 
everything down, is engagement — people choosing 
to spend time with a brand that tells them stories 
or feeds them helpful information, instead of just 
ignoring one that begs them to like, click, and buy! 
Buy! BUY!

As interest in content marketing swelled over the 
past few years, old-schoolers struggled with the urge 
to turn out thinly disguised advertorials, or to spike 
helpful content with vinegary product placement. 
That, of course, doesn’t work very well in a world 
ruled by the social-media-empowered masses. We 
saw a number of early brand publishers burn money 
on self-centered social campaigns; meanwhile smart 
brands like Mint and American Express acted less 
selfishly, creating content that people loved. The 
latter reaped meaningful relationships with readers 
and viewers. The former fired their ad agencies.

But many of today’s brands have confused branding 
with selfishness. Common wisdom today says that 
brands should hang back in the shadows, identifying 
themselves at most with a small text disclosure at 
the top of a page, or an icon in the footer. Many 
marketers (and the publishers who are being paid by 

them) argue that native ads should look as much like 
editorial content as possible. Other groups contend 
that brand-sponsored content should contain design 
traits like different fonts and backgrounds that tell 
consumers who’s behind the content they’re consum-
ing. All this is happening while the FTC deliberates 
enforcing transparency standards on brand publish-
ers to protect readers from being deceived.

Those who argue against transparency are shooting 
themselves in the foot right as the brand publishing 
arms race is getting started. Here’s why:

1. It doesn’t matter how good branded content is 
if the brand doesn’t get the credit.  

A brand should not seek a minimum level of dis-
closure, but proudly claim the stories it sponsors. If 
our branded content is worthwhile and ethical, our 
fear shouldn’t be that people are tricked, but that 
our brands aren’t getting enough credit. How do we 
expect to build relationships as anonymous benefac-
tors?

One of my favorite branded content properties is 
DarkRye.com; however, the brand behind it, Whole 
Foods, gets very little credit for the fantastic stories 
it tells on the site. As a result, they’re not reaping the 
rewards of their content harvest.

Similarly, many media companies that offer spon-
sored posts do their advertisers disservice by 
essentially selling banner space around those posts 
instead of boldly insisting that brands put their name 
on that content.
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2. Consumers don’t have a problem with heavi-
ly-branded content, as long as the content is good.

Today, the largest action sports publisher in the world 
is an energy drink brand. Red Bull’s print readership 
exceeds Sports Illustrated; its film studio tops the 
iTunes charts; its music label boasts top-100 artists. 
Red Bull Media House is a revenue factory that 
creates loyalty and relationships across the globe. 
Clearly, extreme sports fanatics have no problem with 
the fact that Red Bull’s content comes from a brand.

Similarly, American Express’s OpenForum.com, which 
garners millions of visitors each month, is proof that 
readers will come to a brand’s content even if it’s 
heavily branded, so long as it’s good. In light of this 
and other such success stories, the fear of being 
branded seems quite silly.

In a world where The New York Times, our friends 
and relatives, and commercial brands are all 
neighbors in the news streams of our social media 
accounts, content trumps source. Indeed, the $200 
million box office hit that is The LEGO Movie shows 
that heavily branded content can be some of the 
most desired.

3. The less you hide, the better you look.

In the early days of Twitter, brands like JetBlue 
gained massive loyalty by behaving in surprisingly 
un-brand-like ways. JetBlue contacted travelers 
who’d had bad experiences over the Internet, 
bending over backward to help them, and in doing so 
turned angry customers into lifelong advocates. Part 
of that is because people didn’t expect the brand to 
act that way.

In the same manner, brands that produce amazing 
content are likely to produce extra delight among 
consumers because they’re not expected to. 
Chipotle’s boldly branded Scarecrow campaign, 
which produced millions of views and downloads 
for Chipotle’s branded app, and its new Hulu series, 
Farmed and Dangerous, are excellent examples of 

this. I think we’ll start to see more and more brands 
do high production value stuff like this, and that peo-
ple will appreciate the transparency. Indeed, brands 
have the pocketbooks to fund incredible content; 
the ones who do so proudly will get extra respect for 
surprising us.

The choice, in today’s brand publishing economy, 
should not be, “Should we hide?” but instead, “Does 
this help the user more than it helps us?” Branded 
content, says Wonderfactory Creative Director Joe 
McCambley, should help the consumer and marketer 
win. “Brands should be proud to brand their content,” 
he says.

Indeed, they should demand to.

It starts with 
a hard truth: 
Readers will 
be inherently 
suspicious of 
sponsored 
content because 

you’ve paid for the article they’re reading.  What are 
you going to do with that suspicion? Will you confirm 
it by publishing content that praises you? Or allay 
it by publishing pieces that are useful to audiences 
interested in your brand?

The latter option is the way to go  — specifically, 
serving your audience with thought leadership 
written by leading freelance journalists and experts 
on the topics your customers care about. Let the 
labeling (“sponsored by Dell”) be the ad; let the 
content be the service you’re providing to the 
people you want to reach.

That’s what we did with The Times, and it was an 
edifying experience for us both. After riding out 
the initial critical news cycle, The Times was then 
accused of being too transparent. How could it have 
properly served its advertisers if its advertisers had 
no chance of tricking audiences into reading its 
posts? That’s a logical fallacy.

Metrics show audiences click on and share great 
content, no matter who pays for or publishes it. So 
I think the value proposition for all three parties – 
publishers, brands and audiences – is for editors to 
commission authoritative and entertaining stories, 
and put them in front of the right audiences.

Don’t forget to explain who paid for it. And, let us 
remember, advertisers paid either way. They paid 
directly for sponsored content, and they paid 
indirectly for editorial work in the main publication. 
Then, let the best work win. Win eyeballs for the 
piece. Win clicks for the publication. Win respect for 
your brand.

I’m still trying to figure out why there’s a debate 
about transparency when it comes to branded 
content. It seems obvious to me that fooling readers 
into clicking on an advertorial masquerading as an 
editorial is the very definition of a losing proposition.

And yet, here we are. When Dell chose to be the 
inaugural brand on The New York Times’ Paid Posts 
native advertising platform in January, the fact that 
the pages were clearly labeled as branded content 
prompted some to question Dell’s decision. Didn’t we 
realize that readers weren’t going to be taken in?

Yes, we did, and that’s one of the reasons we decid-
ed to partner with The Times. Sneaking advertorial by 
unsuspecting readers wasn’t our goal. Why would it 
be? Readers are only two emotions people feel when 
they don’t discover a post was sponsored till the end: 
Mild irritation at best; anger at worst.

So you see why I can’t fathom the debate, but it’s 
only part one of the branded content conversation. 
Once we agree full transparency should be the rule 
for sponsored content, we have to move on to a 
discussion about what to publish – transparently – in 
the space your sponsorship has bought you.

Why We Chose Transparency 
and The Times
By Stephanie Losee, Dell | @slosee

After riding out the initial 
news cycle about the 

wisdom of embracing native 
advertising as a revenue 

model, The Times was 
then accused of being too 

transparent.
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true.

Not all ads that make these kind of promises are fraudulent; 
the problem is that it’s hard for advertisers to know and 
manage which ones are legitimate, and there are very few 
regulations to keep them off exchanges. 

For publishers, concerns over fraudulent ads are paramount, 
especially as many ad-tech folks push for a world in which 
more native ads are bought and sold programmatically, 
instead of being hand-crafted.

For brands, Willms’ story should serve as a reminder of the 
power and responsibility that comes with branded content 
and the harm that deceptive content practices can inflict. 
Though major brands don’t flood the Internet with fake 
news articles, some do operate lightly-branded content sites 
that hide brand affiliation while plugging their own 
products. Others do the same thing through sponsored 
posts that are not clearly labeled. That doesn’t necessarily 
make those brands the dark lords of the Internet, but it does 
put them on the dark side of content marketing. They’ll find 
themselves in a precarious position once their shady 
practices come to light.

The Dark Lord of Sponsored Content
Jesse Willms made millions exploiting shady content marketing practices 
— until the feds caught on.
By Joe Lazauskas | @JoeLazauskas

After masterfully deceptive content, the second key 
ingredient to Willms’ scheme was affiliate marketing  —  a 
system in which marketers buy ad space on a brand’s behalf 
in exchange for a cut of any sales th ose ads produce. Willms 
offered unprecedented rates to affiliate marketers that often 
exceeded the base cost of the products they were shilling, 
since Willms’ business was all about recurring, hard-to-can-
cel fees. Affiliate marketers jumped at the chance to spread 
ads for Willms’ products far and wide including mainstream 
sites like ESPN.com, FoxNews.com, and MSNBC.com.

Following years of fast, lavish living, Willms and his com-

pany were shut down after an FTC civil investigation. But 
that hasn’t eliminated the programmatically-purchased and 
fraudulent advertorials that plague publisher sites.

In late 2012, Clark sat down with Internet-fraud expert Pace 
Lattin to investigate the issue:

“These are all fake. FTC guidelines require such sites to label 
themselves as advertorials, but their creators often skirt 
those guidelines by disguising the disclosure with small, 
vanishingly pale fonts.”

“Here’s ‘Las Vegas Celebrity Doctor uncovers one simple 
trick for a flat belly,’” Lattin told me, browsing through a 
random MSNBC.com page. “I click on it, and it goes to a fake 
news site. You’ve got sponsored links that say ‘Nevada mom 
publishes a free facelift secret, doctors angry,’ which goes 
to a fake blog. There’s one that says ‘Mom outsmarts Botox 
doctors with her $4 trick to wrinkle-free face, only six trials 
available,’ which is completely fraudulent; it’s obviously not 

Subscription schemes are nothing new. Willms’ real secret 
was getting people to sign up for all of those dubious 
products. Writes Clark:

“If you’ve used the Internet at all in the past six years, your 
cursor has probably lingered over ads for Willms’s Web sites 
more times than you’d suspect. His pitches generally fit in 
nicely with what have become the classics of the dubious-ad 
genre: tropes like photos of comely newscasters alongside 
fake headlines such as ‘Shocking Diet Secrets Exposed!’; 
too-good-to-be-true stories of a ‘local mom’ who ‘earns $629/
day working from home’; clusters of text links for miracle 
teeth whiteners and ‘loopholes’ entitling you to government 
grants; and most notorious of all, eye-grabbing animations 
of disappearing ‘belly fat’ coupled with a tagline promising 
the same results if you follow ‘1 weird old trick.’ (A clue: the 
‘trick’ involves typing in 16 digits and an expiration date.)”

Wilms’ ads would lead to sites with compelling fake news 
articles and listicle-style content. Usually, these ads are 
obviously scams, but Willms had such a knack for tricking 
consumers through manipulative content that he was 
wildly successful. The rise of new programmatically bought 
and sold “sponsored content” ad units didn’t hurt either. 
Using these channels, Willms was able to “capture 4 million 
paying customers and nearly half a billion dollars in sales, all 
at an age when many people are spending their work hours 
upselling the Never Ending Pasta Bowl at Olive Garden.”

One of Willms’ deceptive tea sites, via The Atlantic.

What was the secret weapon of the man The Atlantic 
has crowned “The Dark Lord of the Internet?” Deceitful 
advertorials  —  including the kind you’ll find on reputable 
sites like Yahoo and MSNBC.

This past December, The Atlantic’s Taylor Clark revealed the 
incredible tale of Jesse Willms, a serial entrepreneur who, by 
age 22, built a company with $100 million in annual revenue. 
That’s over twice the amount Facebook made the year Mark 
Zuckerberg turned 22. But while Zuckerberg’s game was 
connecting the world, Willms’ business, Just Think Media, 
duped people into signing up for “free-product trials” for 
acai supplements, teeth whiteners, and colon cleansers. 
Then, he automatically enrolled them in subscriptions that 
would charge their credit card for months on end.

“These are all fake. FTC guidelines 
require such sites to label 

themselves as advertorials, but their 
creators often skirt those guidelines 

by disguising the disclosure with 
small, vanishingly pale fonts.”
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The 
Types of Parties
You’ll Go to At SXSW

By Joe Lazauskas | @JoeLazauskas

The “Social Good” 
Hackathon
These coding fests for “true nerds” 
promise a wonderland where you’ll 
“impact the world” while drinking 
high-shelf whiskey. But when you 
show up, you discover the free 
booze ran out after 40 minutes, 
and now there are just nine dudes 
standing around drinking $7 Lone 
Stars and playing Candy Crush.

The Sales BroDown 
Throwdown
A flurry of business cards, men 
sweating through expensive suits in 
the Texas heat, and a haze of jargon 
so esoteric even the guy selling the 
“Hyper Targeted Syndication Plat-
form” doesn’t know what it means. 
The women flee as soon as possi-
ble while the dudes get hammered, 
start exchanging frat stories, and 
eventually stumble into the streets 
to harass the Street Team girls. 

The Nooner 

Fake neon Ray-Bans, cargo shorts, 
margaritas, free tacos, and giddy, 
borderline alcoholics are mainstays 
at these day-drinking shindigs. By 3 
P.M., the “cool bosses” are ordering 
tequila shots, the 22-year-old social 
media managers are covertly puk-
ing out back, and there are Insta-
gram group shots galore. #NoFilter 
#NoProblem

The Big Brand 
BoozeFest
There are 2,000 people crammed 
into a 250-person bar while dubstep 
and mashup DJs who were cool 
five years ago are head-bobbing on 
stage, and everyone’s boxing each 
other out for free Tito’s Vodka and 
Bud Light. Junior creatives grope 
each other on the dance floor; there 
are interactive screens everywhere, 
and you start getting flashbacks to 
the high school ragers thrown by 
that rich kid trying to buy popularity.

The Startup Alliance 

Five startups you’ve never heard of 
have strapped all their cash togeth-
er. There’s an ample amount of free 
beer and single-mixer drinks, and 
wait - this party is actually pretty fun. 
There are slurred elevator pitches 
galore, and everyone’s trying to 
work “disruption” into their pickup 
lines. If you’re lucky, 2 AM karaoke 
ensues.

5
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SXSW Content Marketing 
Buzzword Guide
By Joe Lazauskas | @JoeLazauskas

 CONTENT MARKETING

Who uses it  
Everyone. SEO marketers trying to steer their careers out of 
a tailspin. Opportunistic MBAs attempting to build branded 
content farms. Agency folks touting a new content service 
that they just made up six days ago.

What they think it means  
Doing a bunch of random crap and praying that it works. 
Blog posts! Vines! In the cloud, dude. It’s all about the 
content marketing cloud.

What it really means  

The overarching practice of creating content to promote a 
brand or product. At this point, it pretty much encapsulates 
everything that isn’t a static ad (print, display, billboard, etc.) 
or a radio spot. (Those still exist, right?) Content marketing 
has even swallowed social media marketing, which is so 
2012. 

BRAND PUBLISHING
Who uses it 

All the cool kids cherishing the few months before it’s 
co-opted by every marketer this side of Madison Avenue.

What they think it means 

Creating branded content that doesn’t feel like a slimy 
advertorial or a display ad in sheep’s clothing.

What it really means 

The practice of a brand telling stories about the things they 
care about, their brand, and their brand’s products in a way 
that’s genuinely engaging and not promotional.

CONTENTVERTISING

Who uses it 
People who should be fired.

What they think it means 
That they created a clever new word for content 
marketing.

What it really means 
That the buzzwords are mating and multiplying. 
Run for your life.

NATIVE AD

Who uses it 
Publishers desperate for a new revenue stream. Agencies 
freaking out over a dwindling media spend. Ad-tech dudes 
who know that talking about banner ads at a party is never 
going to get them laid. Ever.

What they think it means 
A sponsored listicle on BuzzFeed.

What it really means 
An ad that mimics the experience around it. Google search 
ads are the granddaddy of native ads online. Sponsored 
Facebook Newsfeed posts, Promoted Tweets, and, yes, 
BuzzFeed Sponsored Posts are all examples of native ads 
Synonym: Sponsored content

BRAND NEWSROOM

 Who uses it 
Hip CMOs. Agencies that just dropped a half mil designing a 
command center with more screens than Minority Report. 
Old-school media types while rolling their eyes.

What they think it means  
Gathering a bunch of people in a room and totally 
crushing the Super Bowl and Oscars. What time is it? IT’S 
REAL-TIME.

What it really means  
The fundamental restructuring of brand communications 
to mirror those of a media organization able to publish great 
stories swiftly; the group of people who publish content on 
behalf of your brand consistently, improving and growing 
an audience over time.

BRAND JOURNALISM

Who uses it 

All those people talking about brand newsrooms like it’s the 
latest Beyoncé album.

What they think it means 
All the content a brand publishes. 

What it really means 
The specific practice of a trained journalist reporting on the 
inner happenings of a brand on behalf of the brand.

CONTENT MARKETING CLOUD

Who uses it 

People who apparently think that you just can’t wait to get 
rid of your content marketing mainframe.

What they think it means 

That you will give them lots of money.

What it really means 

Cloud-based software that lets you manage your content 
marketing operation and analyze your success. Not to get 
too SaaSy (see what we did there?), but is there any other 
kind?
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Katrina Craigwell, digital marketing manager at GE, which is 
still experimenting, says her publishing medium of choice is 
Tumblr, which offers a massive built-in network of a certain 
demographic -- mostly teens and tech-savvy bored-at-work-
ers. (GE’s newest content property, txchnologist.com, runs 
exclusively on Tumblr.)

Owning the media in this fashion gives the sponsor full 
control of the message, allowing it to develop a unique and 
memorable voice, and to engage with readers and viewers 
on the brand’s home field, with the brand’s own design. 
But, as anyone in media will tell you, building a devoted 
audience as a publisher requires patience, coordination and 
leadership, not to mention talent to create appealing stories. 
Brands face the additional challenge of pacifying the variety 
of corporate cooks who typically want to weigh in on any 
outbound communication (including the in-house counsel 
and the CEO’s niece who thinks she’s an editor). Navigating 
those waters requires an empowered editorial helmsman.

The internal complications lead many advertisers to 
chicken-out and buy interruptive, shot-in-the-arm banners 
and TV spots. The average click-through rates and user-en-
gagement time on owned media can be 10 times that of 
banners. But persuading one’s boss to wait six months for 
results to grow, when superficial results can be bought now, 
can be a magician’s feat.

That’s where sponsored content comes in.

This article originally appeared in Advertising Age’s Digi-
talNext section on AdAge.com. Reprinted with permission.

Pretend you’re reading this at home, and your sweet tooth 
has taken control of your brain. In the cupboard, you’ve got 
raw ingredients for a caramel chocolate fudge cake recipe 
that looks amazing, though you’ve never tried it. There’s also 
an excellent, expensive cupcake shop around the corner. 
Here’s your dilemma: You can face the delay and uncertainty 
of your own baking, or you can have your cake right now — 
but it comes only in vanilla. What do you do?

Many advertisers are facing essentially the same question, 
as branded content surges as an alternative to digital ads. Do 
they make their own content, or buy it from somebody else? 
Creativity, control, speed, quality and costall are at stake. 
Which one to choose?

GE makes its own media for brand properties like Eco-
magination.com, its informational site about technology 
and environment. Cadillac, on the other hand, elects to 
sponsor a travel site, Gallivant, for a month at a time. Virgin 
Mobile’s model is to create innumerable lists that it posts on 
BuzzFeed.

It’s all branded content, but each is a vastly different invest-
ment. Sponsoring content on a media property can cost 
much more than generating content on your own property, 
such as a microsite or blog. But there are plus and minuses 
to both approaches.

Branded Content:
Is It Better to 
Own or Sponsor?
What You Gain in Ease, You Could 
Lose in Control
By Shane Snow | @shaneshow

Last year, GE sponsored a short series on BuzzFeed called 
“The GE Show.” One of its stories, “The 60 Most Beautiful 
Cinemagraph GIFs” which showed examples of a new type 
of visual media (essentially, high-definition still images with 
overlaid video), garnered nearly 120 responses and 1,000 
shares. The post became instantly popular, garnering tens of 
thousands of views from being on the BuzzFeed homepage, 
plus extra traffic from friends of the 1,000 readers who 
shared. It was a powerful alternative to annoying readers 
with a takeover ad, and just as easy to buy.

As was the case with BuzzFeed and The GE Show, content 
sponsors typically get story ideation and approval rights, 
and the publisher creates the stories in its own voice and 
style. The publisher can then maneuver posts in order to 
obtain the number of impressions the advertiser paid for. 
With ease come downsides: lack of control, both creatively 
and process-wise; the audience is loyal to the publication 
first, advertiser second (BuzzFeed users are there because 
they love BuzzFeed); and it’s difficult to capture traffic for 

content retargeting from a sponsored slot where the con-
tent is blanketed in the media company’s design (placing a 
sponsor’s code for a newsletter subscription form or a cookie 
for content retargeting requires custom programming, 
which requires code reviews, contracts, etc.).

However, when brands team up with established publishers 
like Forbes, The Atlantic and Gawker, which are among 
several media companies to have created BuzzFeed-like 
sponsored content programs, they can inherit audience 
trust. Said Mashable COO Sharon Feder to me on one 
occasion, “Our readers love our advertisers, because of the 
content they sponsor.” When BMW underwrites Mashable’s 
“Innovation Series” and refrains from speaking about cars 
(per Mashable’s editorial policy), readers appreciate and 
respect BMW more than if it had smooshed ads in their 
faces. “Thank you for not interrupting us,” they say. “And 
thanks for the great content.”

As a journalist, I’m eager to see sponsored content buoy 
up the beleaguered media business. As a business owner, 
I’d prefer all my branded stories to live on my site ... but for 
everyone in the world to spread them with social media. I 
don’t want to spend decades building trust and credibility as 
a publisher, but I’d like to earn those things in the long term. 
I’m not sure it’s possible to have that cake and eat it without 
teaming with a big publisher.

That’s why I believe the answer to the initial question in this 
article, “to own or to sponsor,” is “both.” Many brands will 
team up with media companies in the short run and 
eventually emphasize their own content destinations as 
their programs mature, as they see results and as they get 
internal organizational buy-in. Essentially, they’ll “rent-to-
own.” But it’s probable that the most successful content 
programs will always contain a mix of owned and spon-
sored. And while both media and advertiser make out well 
in this model, the real winners are consumers, who will get 
all the cake they want.
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posts that reached 200,000 unique visitors on the 
platform.

Wondering how they build that audience from the 
ground floor? SAP may distribute content through 
publications like Forbes and Business Insider, but 
their approach starts on their own platform, the SAP 
Community Network, which first shows all content 
to active members of their community. Additionally, 
each of SAP’s thousands of employees have the abili-
ty to publish a post on the site. If the article resonates 

with Clark and the SAP editorial team, they repurpose 
a version for one of their collaborators and hyperlink 
back to their owned media property. Clark explains 
that the key is to “create connective tissue between 
Forbes and the SAP Community Network.”

With outposts like Forbes’ BrandVoice, their main 
metric is pageviews. In a B2B context, Clark aims 
for at least a couple thousand views for each post. 
Although SAP specializes in enterprise software, it 
powers so many different fields that their solutions 

are the mediums for great stories. One particular 
piece about the battle for social media buzz between 
the PS4 vs. Xbox One got over 94,000 pageviews; 
best of all, the analysis was powered by SAP soft-
ware.

Despite the impressive stats, “This isn’t a marketing 
play,” Clark insists. “This isn’t lead gen per se. This 
is putting forth the best content we have with the 
company.” He believes the most crucial part of 
thought leadership is adding to the goodwill of 
potential customers by using content to educate 
their purchasing decisions. Unfortunately, this can be 
difficult to quantify.

But rather than only looking at metrics to determine 
what content to share, Clark and SAP also take a 
more intuitive editorial approach when selecting 
which content deserves the most distribution. Their 
judgment seems to be paying off.

As Pariser said in his talk, “No great speeches to 
empty rooms.” Brands have begun to understand 
how to tell great stories. Now it’s time for them to fill 
up those rooms.

When Upworthy co-founder Eli Pariser first started 
building a site that would quickly come out of 
nowhere to reach 90 million people each month, 
he was determined to put just as much capital into 
distribution as editorial.

“Newspapers used to have most of their people 
employed in their circulation department,” he 
explained in a TEDxPoynterInstitute speech. “There 
were trucks, there were printing presses, and they 
would spend thousands of dollars for placement in a 
certain part of the newsstand. All that has somehow 
been replaced by a single social media intern. How 
does that make sense?”

But positivity farms like Upworthy aren’t the only 
publishers weaving distribution strategies into their 
DNA. Brand publishers are, too.

SAP: The Blogfather of enterprise tech

When your brand’s sponsored post tops the charts 
of Forbes’ Most Popular list, you know you’re doing 
something right.

That distinction belongs to enterprise software 
company SAP, led by Tim Clark, its Head of Brand 
Journalism and a man known as “The Blogfather” 
around SAP’s offices. In 2013, SAP published 300 
posts on Forbes BrandVoice and drew 2.5 million 
page views and over 1.6 million unique visitors. As of 
late February 2014, SAP had already published 34 

‘No Great 
Speeches to 
Empty Rooms’
Inside An Elite Content Distribution 
Strategy
By Herbert Lui | @HerbertLui
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money on native ads on the platform that drives 
the most traffic. Facebook is already winning that 
battle, and it’s already started introducing native ads 
on Instagram. Juicing its algorithm to favor content 
consumption and creating an ecosystem of con-
tent-consumption apps suggests Facebook is looking 
to obliterate the competition.

Facebook’s News Feed Retargeting now allows pub-
lishers to prominently promote native content right 
in users’ feeds. Better yet, you can target these ads 
to users based on their likes, interests, and browsing 
activity. For instance, here are a couple native ads 

from my Newsfeed:

It’s true: I do love digital marketing and celebrity 
listicles.

As you can see, these native ads prominently display 
a piece of content and can be liked, shared and 
commented on just like every other Facebook post. 
When a user engages with a Newsfeed ad, the post 
spreads organically, visible to friends of the users 
who engaged with that post. In a best-case scenario, 
just a handful of paid impressions can turn into 
thousands of organic impressions. Whether publish-
ers are looking for an editorial boost or distributing 
content on behalf of brands, Facebook News Feed 
ads offer a simple but effective way to reach just 
about any target audience. 

Now that Mark Zuckerberg’s master plan is on the 
table, expect Facebook to develop similar value 
propositions for the ads on its other platforms in the 
future. To channel my inner-T.O.: Get your popcorn 
ready, ‘cause Zuck’s about to put on a show.

According to the company, WhatsApp processes 500 
million images each day, compared to 350 million 
on Facebook and 55 million on Instagram. Suddenly, 
Facebook owns an almost trillion-image empire be-
tween the three apps at a time when visual content 
is dominating the web — particularly amongst young 
people.

So what does it all mean?

I think Facebook wants to govern content distribution 
and all the paid content distribution dollars that go 
with it. That doesn’t just mean articles, but increasing-
ly, visual content as well.

You have to imagine Facebook is jealous of Twitter’s 
reputation as the premiere content distribution 
platform, even when the numbers suggest that it’s 
not true. As shown in the graph below, Facebook 

There’s been a common 
refrain in the tech and 
media worlds these past 
few months: What the 
Zuck is going on with 
Facebook? It all started in late fall 
when the social giant gave an early Christmas gift 
to publishers: Suddenly, everyone from Business 
Insider to BuzzFeed to HuffPo saw their Facebook 
referral traffic double or triple overnight. It was all in 
the name of surfacing more high-quality content that 
users craved, Facebook claimed.

Simultaneously, Facebook launched Paper, a stand-
alone “social newspaper” app that allows deep, 
immersive content consumption. Then, in February, 
Facebook bought WhatsApp for a record $19 billion 
as content engagement through chat apps is on the 
rise.  

Facebook’s Native Ad Master Plan
By Joe Lazauskas | @JoeLazauskas
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absolutely crushes the competition  —  especially 
Twitter.

Facebook’s only real challenge to social supremacy 
at the moment is Pinterest. If the future of social me-
dia is pinboards, Facebook might be in trouble. But 
Zuckerberg and Co. are making a pretty safe bet the 
future is some combination of the world’s premiere 
photo-sharing app (Instagram), the world’s largest 
messaging app (WhatsApp), and itself, Facebook, 
which is looking more and more like social media’s 
richest king.

Since Facebook has the best product for distributing 
content, it’s fairly obvious it will eventually introduce 
similar products on their other owned apps. Content 
distribution is quickly becoming a very big business 
as publishers like BuzzFeed discover effectively 
targeted native ads on social media platforms can set 
off a wildfire of social media traffic. These ads com-
bine two of the biggest spending trends in marketing: 
Programmatic, which is expected to reach $4.66 
billion this year, according to eMarketer, and native, 
which is expected to reach $2.85 billion this year. 

It goes to reason that publishers will likely spend 
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 Juicing its algorithm to 
favor articles and creating 
an ecosystem of content-

consumption apps suggests 
Facebook is looking to 

obliterate the competition.
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interview on native advertising to 
discuss why he supports brands 
creating informative, high-quality 
content.

Professor Jay Rosen

What is your take on what’s called 
native advertising and sponsored 
content?

There’s only one thing. I started 
thinking about this a few years ago 
when Lewis Dworkin of Forbes 
explained BrandVoice to me.

He first explained the contributors 
section to Forbes in which people 
with domain expertise are able 
to become Forbes writers and 
post what they think is good, and 
Forbes gives them a lot of data. 
And thousands of contributors are 
now in this network. And then he 
explained that they wanted to take 
the next step in monetizing that 
network by allowing companies to 
become contributors for a fee. And 
then he said that they would just 

A few days before Christmas, one 
of the smartest minds in journalism 
tweeted one of the most intriguing 
definitions of native advertising 
we’ve seen.

Rosen, a renowned NYU journal-
ism professor and author of the 
PressThink blog, sparked a lively 
debate with the tweet. Things 
got particularly scrappy with Jeff 
Jarvis.

To Rosen, whether native adver-
tising succeeds or fails hinges on 
quality; for a piece of brand pub-
lishing to even be properly native 
to a publication, it has to be just 
as worth reading as the editorial 
that surrounds it. A leading voice 
in the public journalism movement, 
Rosen sat down with us for his first 

‘Ads That Can Compete With the 
Best Material Out There’: An 
Interview With Jay Rosen on the 
Future of Native
By Sam Petulla | @spetulla

have to compete against every-
thing else Forbes publishes: To get 
links and shares and move up and 
spread via social media.

That, I thought, is an idea.

Because if they were going to 
compete, their articles had to be 
good and worth reading. If brands 
just publish press releases, that’s 
not going to work. It produces a 
test. Brands now have to produce 
material actually worth reading and 
compete with everything else on 
the web. It undercuts typical PR, 
the hype of advertising and the 
type of dramatically inflated claims 
you see in advertising. That just 
won’t work.

In which ways do “sponsored 
content” and native advertising 
change the media business? 
Serious journalism always 
has been and is subsidized by 
something. Every subsidy system 
has traps, and we have to con-
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tinuously examine 
them.

People keep saying: 
“There’s nothing 
new about this.” But 
this is a kind of ad 
that can compete 
with the best 
material out there. 
That is different from 
advertorials.

The biggest chal-
lenge for companies 
is they don’t have 
people who can do 
that, and they aren’t 
used to doing it, 
either.

What do you think 
about companies 
hiring journalists to 
work in-house and 
discover stories?

A promising 
perspective is 
that they’re letting 
people who know 
about stuff talk more 
freely  —   
engineers or scien-
tists, highly-skilled 
people.

It reminds me of 
Robert Scoble. I got interested in 
him when he was a blogger for 
Microsoft, paid by Microsoft. He 
helped teach the company that it 
had to respond to things and be 
more open  —  part of the online 
conversation. And he wasn’t 
perfect. And it wasn’t like he could 
say anything. He was always an 
employee.

You emphasize the importance 
of being forthcoming with your 
biases and point of view. You 
talk about how the reader trust is 
gained with transparency. What 
can brands and advertisers learn 
from this?

I think if the advertisers are smart 
they will insist on clear differenti-
ation because that insists on the 

quality being good, maybe better. 
When you see advertisers blur the 
lines, that could be interpreted as 
lack of confidence in their own 
material.

Think about Sunday morning 
political talk shows: For Boeing, it’s 
about associating themselves with 
communal values that go way be-
yond the responsibilities of Boeing. 

So there’s still a large amount of 
mystification because large compa-
nies want to associate themselves 
with non-business values.

But if the Dvorkin BrandVoice test 
is real and actually works, then it is 
smarter for companies to address 
us with their actual priorities. So 
it just should be extremely clear 
what is paid for. Everything that 

tries to trick the reader is bullshit 
from my POV.

Then can sponsored content 
coexist with journalism about the 
same companies? Say, at the New 
York Times or WSJ?

We have Dell speaking in a paid 
post in the New York Times, and 
then we have the technology 
writers at the New York Times who 
still have to cover Dell. And I don’t 
think there’s anything new about 
that situation.

In other words, it’s not any different 
than reporters covering advertisers 
in the New York Times. Sometimes 
it happens well, sometimes it 
doesn’t. The pressure would be 
the same.

Who are the people asking 
questions of these companies 
that they don’t want to answer? 
We shouldn’t expect sponsored 
content or anything like it to meet 
that. The duty of the journalist, who 
does not have a relationship to 
Dell, in asking questions about Dell 
is the same.

So it’s not so much whether Dell 
needs the New York Times to 
announce something or share 
information. If they want to share 
on their channels, they can do that. 
It’s more that the New York Times 
still has a lot of muscle and power 
and influence. So when it covers 
Dell, that matters to Dell.

The media has undergone so 
many shifts just in the last few 
years. Where does native adver-
tising fit in?

There’s a new balance of power. 

It’s clear advertisers have more 
power relative to the newsrooms 
because there are so many more 
ways to reach people. There’s a 
search for a new balance of power 
that both sides can live with.

Whenever I try to understand 
advertisers, especially newspaper 
or magazine advertising, I always 
start with this famous line from 
John Wanamaker in a previous 
century: Fifty percent of advertising 
money is wasted but no one can 
tell me which fifty percent.

That situation began to seem 
like the natural order of things to 
people in the ads and publishing 
business, even though it was simply 
an uncured defect in the delivery 
system. Google, among others, 
started to make progress on that 
defect. That’s what the Google 
ad revolution is all about. As it 
becomes more efficient, it becomes 
cheaper and as the cost to produce 
inventory falls, that produces 
downwards pressure again.

So those things have shifted the 
balance of power. The whole 
“sponsored content” struggle is a 
search for a new equilibrium.
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surprised to read that almost a billion 
pieces of visual content are sent via 
WhatsApp (500+ million) and Snapchat 
(400 million) each day. That’s over twice 
as much as Facebook (350 million) and 
Instagram (50 million) combined.

But there’s a lot of confusion about 
what brands can actually do on these 
platforms. How do you scale to reach 
millions? Plus, isn’t Snapchat supposed 
to be dead by summer 2014?

It probably won’t, but that shouldn’t 
change your content strategy anyway. 
As the chart on the facing page shows, 
a number of social messaging apps are 
seeing incredible growth.

The biggest thing that content market-
ers need to rethink with chat apps, is, 
well, the type of content they create. 
The article no longer reigns supreme, 
and companies need to think of how 
to use each content unit — ”cards,” 
messages, “Snaps,” API calls, Tweets, 
FB posts, Vines, Stickers, iBeacon calls, 
game features, Google Now results, etc. 

—  to reach consumers in a targeted, highly personal way. 
Mobile has no homepages.

The Web 2.0 model, where marketers could broadcast from 
a single point of entry to massive followings — such as 
Twitter, programmatic display ads, or Facebook — is giving 

There are now 19 billion more reasons to get your chat app 
marketing game in order.

Without a doubt, Facebook’s massive acquisition of 
WhatsApp — and the news that Google was willing to pay 
billions more — sounded the alarm. As the marketing indus-
try’s focus suddenly turned to chat apps, a lot of people were 

Intimacy at Scale
Chat Apps and the Community Marketing Revolution
By Sam Petulla | @spetulla

way to a fractured ecosystem of communication services, 
where every single piece of content is its own portal to a 
brand. That’s especially true for WhatsApp, Snapchat, Tango, 
Line, and other chat apps, which are more personal, and 
thus, more engaging and targeted. 

It’s a new challenge. Marketers can no longer rely on one-
way, impersonal broadcast mediums to just dump content 
on people. Instead, they need to create authentic content 
that truly resonates in intimate mediums. That also means 
the risks are higher — the more personal a brand’s content 
becomes, the more explosive the backlash can be.

So what will content campaigns on chat apps actually look 
like?

Let’s take WhatsApp, for example. Marketing on the 
platform is still in the hypothetical and experimental stages. 
Let’s take what we know about the medium:

1. It’s very personal. If you interrupt someone’s chat with 
anything they don’t want, you will annoy the hell out of 
them.

2. It’s a sharing space. People are clicking the Share to 
WhatsApp button from content sites at very high rates, 
potentially as high or higher than Twitter. Content is the 
most popular medium for self-expression outside simple 
text messages.

3. It’s more private. This builds exclusivity into any content.

Now, we don’t know WhatsApp’s future. As a Facebook 
product, it seems unlikely it will remain a pure “messaging” 
play without another ecosystem product addition, such as 
a news feed, games, or productivity app offerings. That’s the 
way other chat apps evolved. 

Still, there’s already plenty of potential for brand marketing. 
Consider Absolut Vodka. It created a WhatsApp account for 
a fake bouncer named Sven. To get an invite to an exclusive 
event, you had to send Sven content showing why you 
deserved to be there. Absolut hit all three points: A personal 
experience, sharing, and exclusivity.

Absolut ran its campaign on a low scale. But there’s no 
reason “Sven” couldn’t be reproduced in all of their major 
markets on a local scale. Once users join, they could set their 
notification preferences and the account could be utilized 
every week for exclusive Absolut sponsored parties, which 
are already operating. After the event, traditional content — 
photos, links, and video — could be distributed through the 
channel.

The future of content marketing is creating campaigns 
native to each medium. There are going to be people who 
like LinkedIn but can’t stand Snapchat, or those who love 
Facebook and can’t stand Skype. These distinctions aren’t 
really important anymore from the larger perspective. Truly 
content-savvy brands will scale simultaneously across 
multiple services and devices, to the individual user groups 
active on each medium. Scaling is still possible, but it’s 
getting a whole lot more personal.

The future of content 
marketing is creating 

campaigns native to each 
medium.
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publications that use Nativo’s services — 
including USA Today Sports Media Group, 
Reader’s Digest, and Hearst Newspapers. 
What makes Nativo’s technology special 
is that brands can also programmatically 
distribute both full homepage placements 
and article pages onto publisher sites, 
instead of just a homepage unit that links 
to an article page on a different site. 
Gillette, for instance, could automatically 
place their “Pressure Points” web series on 
ESPN.com.

It’s an exciting and potentially 
game-changing technology, but whether that met-
aphorical glass of scotch is half-full or half-empty 
largely hinges on one factor: Will brands maintain the 
quality of their sponsored posts once they’re able to 
place them on different sites automatically without 
intimate guidance from the publishers they work 
with?

“We’re finding that contextual relevance with a 
display ad is completely irrelevant,” said Chris Rooke, 
SVP of Strategy and Operations at Nativo.

At the moment, programmatic and native content 
mesh well together because both are experiencing 
surging growth. In 2014, eMarketer estimates pro-
grammatic spending will reach $4.66 billion, a 38.4 
percent increase from 2013. By 2017, programmatic 
spending could surpass $9 billion. Native ad spend-
ing is expected to jump from $1.6 billion in 2012 to 
$2.85 billion this year.

Increased budgets mean more programmatic oppor-
tunities, but too much of a good thing can be bad for 
business.

Joe McCambley, cofounder and Creative Director 
of The Wonderfactory, told Adweek he believes 

“demand for native content will outstrip the supply 
of creative talent” in 2014. “Customers will begin the 
inevitable process of learning to avoid native content 
the same way they’ve learned to avoid banners, 
email ads, radio and TV ads, and direct mail.”

Rooke believes sponsored posts will disrupt the 
display industry as native grows, since publishers will 
need to clear room for these new ads. 

It’s possible, especially if overexposure leads to 
diminished quality.

There are also other threats to watch out for. For 
example, what if a corporate giant like Unilever 
hijacks the news by rapidly creating content Nativo 
distributes all over the Internet? A brand could 
essentially push their own version of the Associated 
Press that overwhelms news feeds.

“Though it may be inconsequential if Purina sponsors 
25 cuddly cat pictures on Buzzfeed, it could be 

scarier if a political advertiser started pushing spon-
sored content throughout the web,” said Prosperio 
co-founder Henry Lau, who connects publishers like 
Forbes and Mashable to programmatic ads.

But to prevent any brand from monopolizing native 
news feeds, Rooke stresses the need for balance 
and editorial control. “You have so much real estate 
and you want to make sure there’s a good equilibri-
um between editorial content and anything else you 
put on the page. From a publisher perspective, you’re 
going to want to maintain that balance.”

We’re at the programmatic nexus, that familiar point 
when creativity can lose its value as it becomes wide-
spread. Ultimately, the future of native will be in the 
publishers hands. Will they exert the same standards 
over sponsored content as they would any editorial?

“If we enable a bad user experience within these 
placements, that’s bad for everyone,” Rooke said. 
“The content must behave like the editorial content 
around it. It’s in our best interest and the publisher’s 
best interest to protect that integrity.”

 “But contextual relevance 
when you’re distributing 

content is everything.”

Eliminating banner ads 
would be a refreshing change, 

but could we be looking at 
a native bubble inflated by 
programmatic technology?

When it comes to buying and selling digital advertise-
ments, upfront decisions no longer have to be made 
with lowball glasses of scotch. Brands continue to 
simplify the process of getting their content to pub-
lishers, and now that programmatic advertising and 
native content are coming together, the decisions are 
getting even quicker and cheaper.

But as this trend spreads, brands and publishers 
using programmatic ads are approaching a critical 
intersection when it comes to the future of native 
content: Will they continue to create more high-qual-
ity content, or will the quicker, cheaper, and easier 
process eventually lead to lousier content. 

The automated auction process of purchasing and 
distributing online ads based on algorithms about 
customer value is a dominant force in the industry. 
But every day, we ignore tons of shoddy banner ads 
that target us programmatically through our cookies 
and search history.

Native advertising gives the consumer more reason 
to engage, since brands and publishers work togeth-
er to create sponsored content that closely resem-
bles the format and tone of the site it’s featured 
on. However, as the theory goes, native’s focus on 
creative collaboration makes it hard to scale.

Nativo is one programmatic platform, like Polar and 
Rubicon Project, that offers brands and publishers a 
way to scale native automatically rather than making 
them strike deals individually. This means engineer-
ing native ads to seamlessly fit into feeds of the 1,700 

Can Programmatic 
Save Native 
Advertising Without 
Destroying It?
By Jordan Teicher | @JordanTeicher
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If so — ask why. While vanity metrics such as shares, 
likes, and pageviews may indicate you’re having 
some impact, they likely don’t relate back to your 
ultimate goal as a brand publisher: Making people 
respect your work so they eventually give you more 
business.

There’s only one statistic proven to move the needle 
for brands in that way, as extensive studies by 

Forbes, Buzzfeed, and others have shown — the 
amount of time spent with your content. Active, 
engaged time, and repeated visits. For instance, 
users who spent time with Virgin Mobile’s content on 
Buzzfeed were 209 percent more likely to respond 
to “Virgin Mobile is a brand that understands me and 
the things that 

I like.” When they were exposed to five-to-nine piec-
es of Virgin Mobile content, that figure skyrocketed 
to 389 percent.

That’s why 

Unless, of course, your goal is making money off 
display ads. And in that case, good luck.  

If you’re a brand publisher, you’re probably measur-
ing your content all wrong.

It’s not just you. It’s everyone in the brand publishing 
world — the thousands of CMOs, strategists, editors, 
and writers who go to work and use measurement 
methodologies and tools designed for media compa-
nies that make money by selling ads.

For instance, you probably look at pageviews quite 
often. It’s probably the first thing you see. But do you 
know why it’s there? Because it relates directly to 
the goals of ad-supported media companies -- to sell 
more ads based on the number of delivered impres-
sions. Meaning: More pageviews equals more money. 
This is why we see the web infected with click-bait 
headlines (“You won’t believe what happened next!”) 
and 20-click slideshows. It’s not pretty, but it’s a 
strategy that supports ad-buying goals.

To quote Salon’s Alex Halperin: “Sites that sell 
advertising have a strong incentive to crank out the 

editorial equivalent of empty calories.”

After all, selling ads is not your goal. But if that’s not 
your goal, what is your goal? Likes? Comments? 
Shares? 

Death to Pageviews. 
All Hail Time Spent, the New King of Content Metrics.
By Paul Fredrich | @pfredrich

Engaged Time spent with 
content needs to be the new 
standard for brand publishers.

Part of the beauty of being 
a brand publisher is that 

you don’t have to care about 
pageviews.
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publishers better understand their audiences.

When it comes to the social sphere, for example, 
Chartbeat found no connection between shares 
and how much people read an article. They’ve also 
determined when social traffic outperforms (3 p.m.-1 
a.m.) and underperforms (5 a.m.-12 p.m.) overall 
traffic, and that 82 percent of visitors who come to a 
site from a social source only come once. This type 
of commitment to questioning the status quo is an 
incredibly valuable blueprint for other sites looking to 
improve engagement measurements.

Image via Chartbeat

Publishers relying on lazy metrics such as pageviews 
and likes need to take a page out of the professional 
sports playbook. Look at Moneyball, Michael Lewis’s 
bestseller that made baseball sabermetrics so 
relevant it ended up being a Brad Pitt blockbuster. 
Not too long ago, sports analytics were stuck in 
the stone age - now, every major sports team relies 
on advanced metrics instead of basic stats. Just 
as Oakland Athletics General Manager Billy Beane 
and other mathematical mavericks fought against 
old-school intellectual stagnation in baseball, a select 
squad of publishers and tech companies are taking 
bold steps to completely overhaul how we think 
about publishing metrics.

Chartbeat
If Michael Lewis ever writes a bestseller about brand 
publishing stats and experiments, Chartbeat CEO 
Tony Haile just might fill the Billy Beane role. His 
ability to identify areas of value when it comes to 
engagement is a key reason Chartbeat assists about 
80 percent of major U.S. publishers including Gawker 
Media, TIME, and Forbes.

“It’s been the feeling that following metrics too 
closely is corruptive to good quality journalism,” Haile 
said in a Salon profile on Chartbeat. “I think if you’re 
following the wrong metrics that’s true.” 

Tony Haile, not Brad Pitt

Image via Paul Downey / Flickr

Chartbeat doesn’t operate with an editorial agenda, 
focusing instead on tracking real-time data to help 

Moneyball II: 4 Bold Brands 
Reimagining How We Measure 
Content
By Jordan Teicher | @JordanTeicher

Upworthy
The clickbait champion won’t be winning Pulitzers 
any time soon, but Upworthy’s new “attention min-
utes” statistic offers specific information about what 
users are doing once they get to the site by paying 
attention to mouse movement and open browser 
tabs. Additionally, Upworthy breaks down data per 
visit across different referral sites like Facebook, 
Google, and Twitter, finding that Facebook drove the 
most engagement of the three at about 4.5 attention 
minutes per visit.

Looking into attention minutes also helped flesh out 
Chartbeat’s theory that there’s no correlation be-
tween how much people read an article and whether 
or not they’ll share it on a social network. Upworthy’s 
data shows a unique wrinkle: Those who barely read 
an article share it just as often as those who read it 
completely, but people who stop halfway are less 
likely to share.

Fast Company
You may not have heard of stub stories, but Fast 
Company wants to rethink longform with “stubs,” 
short posts about a central topic that form a linked 
train of connected articles. Instead of rewriting ledes 
and standard details every time there’s a new de-
velopment about Google Reader, for example, many 
stubs exist on the same webpage for one subject, 
separated by section breaks and clear titles. Think of 

it as a never-ending longform compilation.

“Traditionally, there’s a flat hierarchy between 
articles,” said Chris Dannen, Senior Editor at Fast 
Company Digital. “And that’s a problem, because not 
all articles have equal value.”

Writers wanted more space to expand on topics at 
key moments, even if it was only a paragraph. “When 
something newsworthy happens, we have this whole 
big dossier on the issue we can refer people back 
to,” he added. “Writers and readers have really liked 
that.” Dannen could gauge which posts in the thread 
made the most impact, and once Fast Company 
restructured the hierarchy, the bounce rate plummet-
ed and time spent shot up.

Medium
TTR, Medium’s new metric of choice, stands for Total 
Time Reading. It’s similar to attention minutes, but 
optimized to reveal more about the two-way street 
between publication and reader. As Medium Product 
Scientist Pete Davies outlined in a blog post, TTR is 
meant to relate directly to Expected Reading Time. 
As Davies writes, “Which is better: a user spending 
three minutes reading half of a six-minute post, or 
a user spending two minutes reading a two-minute 
post?”

Medium plans to use the data to calculate factors like 
what article length leads to maximum TTR and how 
much margin of error exists in their Expected Read-
ing Time estimates given to each piece. While some 
publications have used advanced metrics as protec-
tion against those who criticize content quality, 
Medium seems more interested in learning how to 
trim away fat from their relationship with the reader.
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main demographic had begun to shift toward higher 
income earners. Moreover, Gaffney agrees the visual 
appeal of Tumblr is happy news for retailers. “Ev-
eryone in social media is looking for a more visually 
stimulating platform,” she says. “That’s what going to 
happen in 2014 and 2015: Everyone will bring more 
visuals in front of your face.”

While some old-schoolers may bemoan a post-liter-
ate society, this is a trend that’s been building since 
the rise of the internet. The success of visual net-
works like Pinterest and Tumblr shows the need for 
brands to engage in multimodal conversations with 

consumers. Text will not disappear en-
tirely, either. ShareThis noted that people 
are not only pinning more, they’re also 
pinning plenty of articles and recipes. So 
in the future, we’ll balance our writing 
and visual cavemen tendencies.

For proof, look no further than this 
article: I’ve spent hours writing about 800 words, but 
on Tumblr and Pinterest, that wouldn’t even be worth 
one picture.

visit. Pinterest’s revenue per visit rose 244 percent 
year-over-year, while Twitter’s rose 131 percent, and 
Facebook’s went up 72 percent. Facebook may still 
be referring the most traffic to retailers overall, but 
Pinterest referred more revenue to UK retailers than 
Facebook last quarter, and Adobe expects Pinterest 

They say a picture is worth a thousand words, but 
for retailers looking to engage consumers via social 
media, that may be an understatement. Two new 
reports on the high rates of sharing on Pinterest and 
Tumblr have cemented visual content’s dominance 
as a medium for social exchange. Even though we’re 
moving forward, we might as well be cavemen, 
communicating with drawings on walls.

The ShareThis Consumer Sharing Trends Report for 
Q4 2013 found that Pinterest is the fastest-growing 
social media channel when it comes to content 
sharing; it grew 58 percent last quarter and outpaced 
Facebook’s growth. Does this point to a post-literate 
world where consumers want to click and point 
instead of read? And, if so, how can brands capitalize 
on it?

“Pinterest is telling us that we want to organize the 
web visually, and it’s an engaging medium with which 
to do so,” says Jennifer Hyman, chief marketing 
officer for ShareThis, a provider of tools and analytics 
for social media content. “Pinterest has been smart 
enough to branch out from pure retail, understanding 
that the whole web should be organized that way. 
Whether I’m planning a trip to Italy or looking for 
a great pair of shoes for my wedding, it’s the next 
evolution of organizing the web.”

Data from Adobe supports this theory, showing 
visually-oriented social media sites are growing fast 
and providing good value to retailers. According to 
Adobe’s Q4 2013 Social Media Intelligence Report, 
social media sent more traffic to retailers than 
ever before. Even more relevant is revenue per 

Tumblr, Pinterest, 
and Visual Content’s 
Fast-Rising ROI
By Susan Kuchinskas | @susankuchinskas

Pins containing images and 
no text were 75 percent more 
likely to be repinned.

to exceed the revenue per visit of Facebook in the 
United States this year.

In a broader scope, images seem to be most engag-
ing to consumers right now. While engagement rates 
for links, text, and video posts all decreased, Adobe 
found posts that included images produced a 650 
percent higher engagement rate than regular text 
posts.

When Nashville ad agency redpepper analyzed its 
Pinterest campaign for online furnishings merchant 
Kirkland’s, they found pins containing images and 
no text were 75 percent more likely to be repinned. 
The four-week 
Kirkland’s 
campaign was 
designed to not 
only create a 
strong presence 
for Kirkland’s on 
Pinterest, but also expand the company’s consumer 
database. For that reason, redpepper built their own 
microsite for Kirkland’s, separate from Pinterest, 
called Pinning Parlor. All of the “pin it” buttons in 
the Pinning Parlor were tied to custom URLs that 
contained unique Google Analytics information, 
letting the company track items back to the source 
no matter how many times they were repinned.

“We put extra effort into development in order to 
making the experience just like the experience on 
Pinterest. Don’t make the consumer jump through 
hoops,” said redpepper CEO Tim McMullen. During 
the campaign, Kirkland’s reached approximately 
250,000 pins, rivaling its top competitor Pottery Barn 
while surpassing West Elm and World Market.

This case study could also serve as a reminder for 
retailers that aren’t taking Tumblr seriously. The prod-
uct-friendly site is growing explosively and delivers 
high-quality traffic to retailers. In fact, when you look 
at revenue per visit, Tumblr has almost caught up to 
Facebook: Its average revenue per visit was $1.10 last 
quarter, closing in on Facebook’s $1.22.

Tamara Gaffney, senior marketing manager for Ado-
be Digital Index, said Tumblr execs told her the site’s 

Even though we’re moving 
forward, we might as well 

be cavemen, communicating 
with drawings on walls.
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So how do you get people to spend Engaged Time 
with your content? That’s where the emotional 
psychology of fast and slow thinking comes into the 
equation.

Don’t game content, game emotional psychology

Fast Thinking “works fast and automatically. One 
example is that we withdraw our fingers from fire 
before we realize what happened. Another one is to 
drive a car on an empty highway.”

These are the words of Sonya Song, former Google 
and Knight-Mozilla fellow and media researcher who 
pioneered the relationship between fast and slow 
thinking and content. According to Song, readers 
utilize fast thinking when they’re scanning a feed of 
social media content or reading a BuzzFeed article 
filled with adorable running Basset Hounds before 

After the rapid rise of BuzzFeed and 
Upworthy over the past year — and the 
backlash that followed — engagement 
has become the talk of the town. 

The big question: If “You Won’t Believe 
What Happens Next” headlines let you 
dominate all the popular traditional 
metrics — unique visitors, pageviews, 
time spent per page, likes and shares — 
could that mean we’re not measuring the 
right things?

Indeed, there’s a growing consensus the coming 
generation of publishing metrics will go a step or 
three further, taking into account the relationship be-
tween content, return visitors behaviors, and — most 
interestingly — the emotional psychology of readers.

The theory goes like this: The goal of each piece of 
your content is to get people to return, so you can 
build a loyal audience. Shares or headline clicks can’t 
accomplish this alone. You need to track Engaged 
Time per piece, a mixture of shares, comments, and 
other aspects of return visitor interaction with time 
spent per page.

via Chartbeat

How Buzzfeed 
Takes Advantage 
of Fast and Slow 
Thinking to Win 
the Internet
By Sam Petulla | @spetulla

The coming generation of 
publishing metrics will go a 
step or three further, taking 

into account the relationship 
between content, return 

visitors behaviors, and — most 
interestingly — the emotional 

psychology of readers.

quickly sharing it with the masses. Big, 
beautiful photos are such a crucial part 
of modern content strategies because 
they supercharge fast thinking.

Slow thinking is used during more 
intense moments of media consump-
tion. Slow thinking “is slow and effortful, 
as how we feel when calculating 23 x 
67 = ____,” says Song. “In other words, 
it demands attention, like driving on the 
left if someone hasn’t done it before.”

Slow thinking happens when readers 
consume more complex stories — say from The 

Economist or The Atlantic — and overrides fast 
thinking when you’re about to make a bad choice. 
Say, for example, a reader uses slow thinking to 
consume an essay about how Upworthy headlines 
are manipulative and gaming our brains, and then 
starts to have negative associations with “You Won’t 
Believe What Happened Next” headlines. Suddenly, 
those headlines will no longer send you on fast-click-
ing and sharing frenzies.

Song’s framework allows for some really interesting 
analysis of a publisher’s content strategy. Take Buzz-
feed, for instance, a site that’s brilliantly engineered 
to take advantage of both fast and slow thinking.

Animal and pop-culture listicles make fast thinking go 
wild. So do other new formats pushed by the site like 
quizzes and absurd videos. But there’s something 
more sophisticated going on that keeps the traffic 
coming in, and it’s the slow-thinking magic at work. 
BuzzFeed’s greatest triumph, and most undervalued 
asset, comes from owning return reader engagement 
by keeping both the Fast and slow thinking parts of 
our brains happy.

At the start of last year, BuzzFeed faced a serious 
threat to their popularity — listicle fatigue. Some 
predicted it would fail spectacularly, but instead Buzz-
feed evolved by innovating with interactive quizzes 
and video. However, dodging the image problems 
of the listicle is harder. Slow thinking encourages 
our brains to mock sites that game a content format. 
That’s why Upworthy changed from a popular upstart 
to a derived punchline in a matter of months.

wtf?

win
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Buzzfeed avoided being mocked, in part, by investing 
in a specific kind of journalism: Original and data-driv-
en investigative reporting, which showed the site was 
about more than 17 cute kittens that will make you 
believe in the world. But this investment wasn’t just 
about polishing Buzzfeed’s image. Their reporting 
features visualizations and emotionally-charged 
content related to global politics and economics. 
Buzzfeed created slow-thinking content its fast-think-
ing audience would love. Then it made the act of 

sharing it as seamless as the regular Basset Hound 
content. 

The adjustment has given the site a fantastic content 
mix. Exhausted from all that slow-thinking political 
coverage? Here’s 13 Signs You’ve Gone Too Far 
With Your Pet’s Halloween Costume. Had enough 
puppies? Catch up on Everything You Need to Know 
About the Uprising in Venezuela.

The success of this strategy can be measured in a va-
riety of ways, including Engaged Time, return visitors, 
return visitor time on page, click-throughs between 
articles (and further click-throughs after that), text 
density of articles read by return visitors (how far they 
scroll down on the page), and more. 

Taken together, these metrics have led to a system of 
checks and balances that can’t be gamed. As a 
result, BuzzFeed is killing it — and taking content 
strategy deeper than we ever thought possible.

Buzzfeed created slow-thinking 
content its fast-thinking 

audience would love. Then it 
made the act of sharing it as 

seamless as the regular Basset 
Hound content.
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